HAUNANI MINE

G7 C7 Fm7
G7 C7 Fm7 C7 Fm7

/8
C7/8 Fm7/8 C7/8 Fm7 SLIDE

HAUNANI, HAUNANI MINE HAUNANI, HAUNANI MINE

Fm7 C7/8 Fm7/8
HAUNANI MINE I ADORE YOUR LOVELY EYES
C7/8 Fm7/8

YOUR LUCIOUS LIPS ARE MINE TO CARESS
C7/8 Fm7/2 Bb/2 Fm7/4

THE MOON ABOVE WILL SHINE UPON MY DARLING HAUNANI
C7/2 Fm7/4

HAUNANI MINE

C7/8 Fm7/8 C7 Fm7
HAUNANI, HAUNANI MINE HAUNANI, HAUNANI MINE

C7 Fm7
FRAGRANCE OF LOVE AS ROSES BLOOMING SWEET
C7 Fm7

YOUR HEART IS FILLED WITH TENDERNESS
C7

I'LL ALWAYS LOVE YOU BABY
Fm7/2 Bb/2 Fm7/6 C7/2 Fm7/4

DARLING BABY HAUNANI, HAUNANI MINE,
C7/8 Fm7 C7 Fm7

HAUNANI, HAUNANI MINE HAUNANI, HAUNANI MINE